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Secondly, participation in the Solutionlab MEIC Schiedam project, focusing on a
Maritime Education & Innovation Centre (MEIC), involved a number of highly
interesting sessions across businesses in the Port of Schiedam.
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Figure 1. Business in Schiedam as part of the IHC maritime network.

Figure 2. Maritime employment & activity in the Maritime Delta.

Source: NMT

‘The unique thing about the Port of Schiedam is the full chain, ranging from design to maintenance and
everything in between. You can often see the vessels built and designed in Schiedam returning to the dock for
completion, refit or maintenance.’
Peter Vervoorn
Port Development area manager for the Port of Rotterdam
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It is quite remarkable that the port area has not fallen prey to residential building,
but instead has experienced revival and renewal as a high-performance maritime
cluster. Daamen1 has described how the vision of the corporate world spurred the
Municipality of Schiedam to face the challenge. By virtue of the use of appealing
mapping material and an open, process-wise approach, a substantial and dedicated
investment package was deployed to reinforce the Port of Schiedam. Progress of
this process-wise approach led to trust between public and private parties.

Introduction: the Port of Schiedam

The three faces of the Port
The Port of Schiedam is characterised by three faces. The first face is simply inescapable; it embraces comprehensive offshore construction and vessels berthed in
the Wiltonhaven, of which those berthed at the crane builder Huisman - complex
structures, fitted with colossal cranes - are the most conspicuous highlights. This
is the face of the maritime manufacturing industry, of which the Damen ship repair yard and HSM Offshore also form a part. The second face is a high-grade
business park, situated between the Wiltonhaven and A4 motorway, featuring
characteristic office buildings housing reputable businesses such as SBM Offshore
and GustoMSC. This is the face of the Port of Schiedam as a hub of high-quality
and expertise-intensive consulting engineering services and other administrative
functions for the maritime cluster. The characteristic offices of Jumbo, Wärtsilä
and Mammoet are also part and parcel of the second face of the Port of Schiedam.
The third face is represented by a somewhat hybrid and space-extensive activity
on the head of the harbour arm between Wiltonhaven and Wilhelminahaven; activities there include, among others, recycling, transhipment of sand and magnesium, as well as sanitation of contaminated soil, including a sludge depot. This area
comprises impressive buildings: the villa (which can only be observed from the
water) once the premises of the historic shipbuilding company Wilton-Fijenoord –
and still home to a far-off descendant of the Wilton-Fijenoord dry dock and shipbuilding company - and the head office of the Van Mannekus company, active in
transhipment of magnesium, on the Nieuwe Waterwegstraat.

Schiedam as part of the wider maritime cluster in the province of Zuid-Holland
The Port of Schiedam is one of the features of the wider maritime cluster in the
province of Zuid-Holland - the Maritime Delta region - extending from the
Tweede Maasvlakte to Gorinchem. According to the Maritime Delta Monitor,
3,350 people are currently employed in 100 Schiedam-based business locations2
(figure 2). We will refer to the precise volume of employment later in this document. This ranks Schiedam behind known hubs of activity such as the
Drechtsteden municipalities, which boast three times these employment figures,
but are also comprised of several municipalities. We compare the economic structure of Schiedam with a number of similar municipalities in chapter 3.
From design to maintenance
It is noteworthy that the Port of Schiedam boasts a full range of activities from
ship design through to maintenance. The Port of Schiedam includes companies
that are specialised in (a) offshore, (b) shipbuilding and maintenance, (c) provision of services to the shipping industry and (d) high-grade maritime suppliers.
The presence of some critical businesses that are denoted – consistent with Nijdam3 - with the term 'leader firm' such as Huisman and Mammoet is characteristic
of the Port of Schiedam, in addition to the aforementioned strong coherence of
activities. These businesses offer positive properties for the environment thanks to
their activities in innovation, collaboration and corporate responsibility. A third
characteristic is the predominant presence of expertise-intensive activities such as
consulting engineering services and (head) offices. The Port of Schiedam is a
maritime hotspot with the profile of an innovative and high-quality entrepreneurial
environment for the maritime manufacturing industry and service provision. This
is strongly related to the port's history, of which we provide a short overview in
the following chapter.

The first two faces are particularly decisive in the Port of Schiedam's identity; an
identity that is characterised by the strong cohesion of activities in the port area.1
The presence of both a maritime manufacturing industry and maritime engineering
services means that the role played by the Port of Schiedam is more significant to
the wider maritime cluster in the Netherlands than could be expressed strictly on
the grounds of employment and added value. This is especially due to its function
as 'an engineering consulting agency for the maritime cluster'. Figure 1 shows the
role of representative businesses from the Port of Schiedam such as Huisman,
Wärtsilä and Mammoet within the network of shipbuilders IHC Merwede, and
perfectly illustrates that the maritime cluster is a close-knit community. Schiedam
is one of the hotspots within this larger network.
1

Figure 3. The Port of Schiedam in 1960, 1980, 2000 and 2017. (Source: www.topotijdreis.nl)

'The unique port area of Schiedam facilitates the necessary move from industry towards a hub for maritime expertise
activities. To us, the Port of Schiedam is also an international maritime knowledge centre. And has been so for more than
100 years.'
Nils van Nood
CEO - GustoMSC
2
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The latter grounds were developed - after a radical soil sanitation operation and
the demolition of the yard's infrastructure - as a dry business complex, an operation that coincided with the connection to the Rotterdam underground network
and with the doubling of the capacity of the Beneluxtunnel. 7

A brief history of the Port of Schiedam

Origin
Gusto was the first shipyard to settle in Schiedam in 1905 at the Nieuwe Maas, on
the grounds that are now situated between the Voorhaven and Merwehaven. The
Wilhelminahaven was opened in 1916 and was given its current layout in 1922.
The first activities in the port were directed at shipbuilding and, later, at ship repairs at the Nieuwe Waterweg Shipbuilding Company. 4 In 1924, the Wiltonhaven
was developed for use and the Wilton-Fijenoord shipyard was established there in
1929. The shipbuilding division of Wilton-Fijenoord was closed in 1988 and since
2003, Damen has been operating the business as a repair yard, following a turbulent period during which Wilton-Fijenoord, among others, formed part of the RSV
venture, which went into bankruptcy in 1983 after having received 2.7 billion
guilders of government support. After a parliamentary enquiry the story became a
symbol of the negative effect of 'industrial politics'. In 1984, the company detached itself from RSV and the shipbuilding division finally closed its doors in
1988. This implied making 600 employees redundant, as well as 230 workers in
the ship repair division.5

In the early nineties, starting points were established for the urban development of
the new Vijfsluizen business park. These starting points are related to, among
other features, standards for parking - which is mandatory within the own grounds
of businesses - and with a common building line for the plots. In addition, an
association for entrepreneurs was established. This association adopts a dynamic
approach to matters such as park management.7 Since, the Vijfsluizen area is pretty much taxed to capacity and this most dynamic area of the Port of Schiedam has
acquired the character of an expertise-intensive maritime hub boasting the presence of head offices and major engineering agencies such as GustoMSC, RH
Marine, SBM Offshore and Mammoet.
In many cases, the presence of prestigious businesses in the Port of Schiedam
dates from relatively recent years. Crane builder Huisman was created in 1980 and
established its head office, formerly located in Rotterdam, in the Port of Schiedam
in 1998. Mammoet was founded in 2000 following the take-over of Nedlloyd
daughter company Mammoet by Van Seumeren. Its characteristic head office
dominating the head of the business park dates back to 2001. SBM Offshore also
originated from the Schiedam-based Gusto shipyard - the engineering branch
GustoMSC of SBM was discontinued in 2011 - and has been operating at
Vijfsluizen since 2003. Navingo, an internationally operating media business for
the maritime and offshore industry, came from Rotterdam to Vijfsluizen in 2017.

The maps dating from 1960 and 1980 in figure 3 show a clear picture of the comprehensive shipyard grounds - a surface of approx. 100 hectares - including the
dry docks and (in 1980) even a golf course next to the villa, for use by the Board
of Wilton-Fijenoord, which now functions as a sludge depot.6 The picture dating
from the year 2000 shows that part of the shipyard has since disappeared.
Restructuring
In 1984, the Municipality of Schiedam acquired the grounds of Wilton-Fijenoord
as part of a set of measures to maintain the shipyard. Over the years, the shipyard
had disposed of plots within its 100-hectare grounds and a few years after the
municipality acquired the land, 25 hectares had already been conceded. These
grounds were made available to the municipality in order for the port area to be
restructured. The grounds that housed the Wilton-Fijenoord shipyard in Schiedam
were split into three lots following the restructuring operation: (a) the area where
Damen Shiprepair is established, (b) the grounds on which Huisman and Mammoet are now operating their businesses and (c) the part on which the Vijfsluizen
business park has been created, i.e. the 25 hectares that were retrieved from
ground lease.

In 2015, some major businesses triggered a broad social discussion about the
future of the Port of Schiedam. This entailed a new plan to revitalise the Port,
which is mentioned in chapter 1 above. Finally, the Municipality of Schiedam
signed a vital collaboration agreement with the Port of Rotterdam in February
2018, aimed at strengthening the port's accessibility and sustainability.
How does the Port of Schiedam relate to other logistic hotspots? We will consider
the Port of Schiedam in comparison to its counterparts in the following chapter.
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Table 1. Major seaportsa in the Netherlands and the ranking of Schiedam in the top 11,
2002 and 2016, employment directly related to sea port activities and added value (millions
of euros at current prices).
Port
Active workers
Port
Added value
2016
2002
2016
2002
1.
Rotterdam
82,367
68,653
Rotterdam
12.6
8.0
2.
Amsterdam
17,596
15,524
Terneuzen
2.5
1.4
3.
Velsen/IJmuiden 13,029
14,780
Amsterdam
2.1
1.2
4.
Moerdijk
8,357
9,272
Velsen/IJmuiden
1.4
1.2
5.
Terneuzen
8,357
7,171
Moerdijk
1.4
0.9
6.
Vlissingen
5,463
6,106
Delfzijl
0.8
0,.5
7.
Delfzijl
5,399
5,057
Vlissingen
0.6
0.5
8.
Zaanstad
3,697
3,520
Zaanstad
0.5
0.3
9.
Dordrecht
3,619
3,595
Dordrecht
0.5
0.4
10. Schiedam
3,099
2,452
Eemsmond
0.4
0.1
11. Vlaardingen
2,926
1,727
Schiedam
0.3
0.3
Source: Port Monitor (2017)
[a] Individual seaports, no composite classification such as 'Rijnmond, other'.
Table 3. Port of Schiedam: structure of employment and added value,
in percentages, 2002 versus 2016.

Table 2. Port of Schiedam: employment directly related to sea port activities and added
value (millions of euros at current prices), 2002 versus 2016.
Sectors
HUB
Transport
Service provision
Transhipment/storage
BUSINESS LOCATION
Industry:
Crude oil industry
Chemical industry
Metal
Shipbuilding
Electricity production
Other
Wholesale
Prov. of corp. service / public
authorities
Total

Active workers
2002
2016
275
246
35
45
230
184
10
17
2,177
2,853
1,253
1,646
74
5
86
6
339
294
352
288
35
0
367
1,053
488
609
436
598
2,453

3,099

Sectors

Added value
2002
2016
20.4
31.6
2.1
3.6
17.5
25.6
0.8
2.5
297.5
317.8
214.6
156.7
124.6
1.3
17.2
2.2
21.1
31.2
21.6
21.6
6.3
0
23.9
100.4
42.8
78.4
40.0
82.7
317.9

HUB
Transport
Service provision
Transhipment/storage
BUSINESS LOCATION
Industry:
Crude oil industry
Chemical industry
Metal
Shipbuilding
Electricity production
Other
Wholesale
Prov. of corp. service / public
authorities
Total

349.5

Source: Port Monitor (2017).

Source: Port Monitor (2017).
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Active workers
2002
2016
%
%
11.2
7.9
1.4
1.5
9.4
5.9
0.4
0.6
88.8
92.1
51.8
53.1
3.0
0.2
3.5
0.2
13.8
9.4
14.4
9.3
1.4
0.0
15.0
34.0
19.9
19.7
17.8
19.3
100.0

100.0

Added value
2002
2016
%
%
6.4
9.0
0.7
1.0
5.5
7.3
0.3
0.7
93.6
90.9
67.5
44.8
39.2
0.4
5.4
0.6
6.6
8.9
6.8
6.2
2.0
0.0
7.5
15.0
13.5
22.4
12.6
23.7
100.0

100.0
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The fact that the Port of Schiedam, as expressed in added value, occupies the
eleventh position with a direct port-related added value of 349.5 million euros
(table 2) is characteristic of the more labour-intensive development.

The economic significance of the Port of Schiedam

Introduction: function as a hub and business location
The economic significance of sea ports consists of two major functions: first of
all, the port as a hub for the storage, transhipment and transport of goods and,
secondly, the port as a business location for industry, wholesale and service provision. These two functions may strongly differ from one port to another. There are
ports that focus entirely on transhipment - the hub function - and that are devoid
of industry. In the Netherlands, there are no examples of this type of port8 there
are ports, however, of which the hub function is relatively important, e.g. the Port
of Rotterdam, where 69% of employees are active in transport, storage and transhipment while only 31% of workers are involved in activities that are related to
business location. Schiedam is an example of the reverse situation: in 2016, 92%
of employment is related to business location, industry being by far the most important activity (table 3). This means that the quality of the establishment environment is of paramount importance to the economic operation of the Port of
Schiedam. And, as we will read below, the characteristics of the Port of Schiedam
are changing, which means that the demands that are imposed on this establishment environment are also subject to change.

Transformation from iron to engineering in the Port of Schiedam
The Port of Schiedam is currently going through a development from a port that
was traditionally dominated by shipbuilding and bulk activities to a port site that
is increasingly characterised by maritime expertise and maritime design competence. This does not yet directly transpire in the Port Monitor, in which highquality maritime activities such as consulting engineering agencies and legalfinancial service provision are not taken into account. These activities are particularly typical of the Port of Schiedam's renewal. However, structural shifts are also
evident in the Port Monitor.
Decrease of industry dominance, increase of commercial service provision
In 2002 - the year in which the recent chronology of the Port Monitor begins Schiedam already occupied, with 2,452 active workers, the tenth position in the
Netherlands. However, when expressed in added value (318 million euros), the
Port of Schiedam ranked in eighth position. We also see this increasing labour
intensity in the port area of Schiedam when looking at the port's sector mix during
the 2002-2016 period (tables 2 and 3). In the early eighties, the crude oil and
chemical industry disappeared from the Port of Schiedam and the shipbuilding
and metal industry were to face a reclining position in terms of employment; however, they managed to maintain their position when it came to added value.
Wholesale and commercial and non-commercial service provision are the fastest
growing sectors. Although employment, expressed in active workers, remains
stable, the added value shows a substantial increase. This means a higher added
value per employee in the Port of Schiedam, both in the main industrial activities
and non-industrial operations. The sector of commercial service provision/public
authorities is the most illustrative example of this and DCMR, among others,
represents an important source of employment. Direct employment in this sector
increases from 436 to 598 active workers, whereas the added value doubles from
40 to 83 million euros. This implies a growth of added value from 12.6 to 23.7%
within the share in the port infrastructure.

The Port Monitor enables comparisons in time and between ports
The employment and added value that are associated with this hub and business
location function of the Dutch seaports is recorded in the Port Monitor,9 a document published as from the eighties on behalf of the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Water Management and offers a comparison between the economic operation of
seaports both over time and between the ports themselves. Schiedam has been
included in the Port Monitor.
In terms of direct port-related employment, Schiedam just falls within the 2016
top ten ranking of Dutch seaports with a direct port-related employment slightly in
excess of 3,000 active workers (table 1).
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Table 4. Total employment (active workers) in the ports of Schiedam, Vlaardingen and the MerweVierhaven area in Rotterdam at postal code 4 level in 2015.

Postal code
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
Extraction of minerals
Industry
Production and distribution of, and trading in
electricity, natural gas, steam etc.
Harvesting and distribution of water; waste and
waste water management and sanitation
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; car repair
Transport and storage
Accommodation and catering
Information and communication
Financial institutions
Real estate rental and trade
Consultancy, investigation and other specialist
provision of corporate services
Rental of mobile goods and provision of other
corporate service
Public governance, public authority services and
statutory social insurances
Education
Health and care sector
Culture, sport and recreation
Provision of other services
TOTAL port area
Total city

Port of
Schiedam
3115
0
30
1,899
0

Port of
Vlaardingen
3133+3134
1
69
2,150
1

MerweVierhavengebied
3029
7
0
160
0

55

185

24

194
945
810
115
112
71
0
917

1,056
1,143
1,030
276
78
49
168
1,497

125
781
284
73
45
47
16
630

3,121

305

74

0

212

275

29
50
47
3
8,398
30,092

192
430
73
79
8,954
19,156

443
171
57
1
3,213
313,836

Source: LISA
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Figure 4. Locations with direct port-related employment in the
Municipality of Schiedam, per sector.

Indirect effects on the Port of Schiedam
In addition to the hub and business location function, the indirect significance of
seaports is reported in the Port Monitor. Indirect significance refers to the volume
of goods and services that the businesses located within the port area purchase
from other sectors. A share of these purchases are made within the port area or its
immediate vicinity, whereas another share is purchased elsewhere; in this context,
the greater Rotterdam port and industrial complex is of paramount importance to
Schiedam. In addition to the 3,099 directly port-related active workers in 2016, a
further 2,567 indirect jobs are associated with port activities. 10 Thus, a total of
5,666 active workers are involved; in 2002, this total figure was still 4,393. The
total added value (direct plus indirect) of activities within the Port of Schiedam
also increased from 432 to 520 million euros during the same period.

largest consulting engineering agencies. It is for this reason that we conducted an
in-depth investigation into the employment figures of these engineering agencies.
In-depth investigation: maritime and port-related consulting engineering activities in Schiedam
The Schiedam Register of Companies renders the development of employment in
the municipality in great detail. This allows us to take businesses and employment
in the 'Consulting engineers and other design & advice' category into account at
Standard Industrial Classification and its sub-class (SBI2008) level. All businesses
within this category have been taken into account and non-maritime or portrelated businesses were discarded after their web sites had been studied. In addition, the Municipality of Schiedam has added a number of companies stemming
from other sectors than the aforementioned SBI-class, which were known to carry
out consulting engineering activities, such as Hatenboer Water. Finally, it is
known that a number of prominent manufacturing businesses -Huisman and others
- have their own design departments. Nearly all businesses were approached by
telephone to establish the share of employment that is related to consulting engineering activities. This resulted in a total of 2,014 active workers in maritime
consulting engineering businesses and other maritime and port-related activity
featuring comprehensive in-house engineering departments.

The Port Monitor details all port-related activities in Schiedam. These activities
are clearly concentrated within the Schiedam port area (Wiltonhaven and Wilhelminahaven) along with a maritime-oriented, large-scale manufacturing industry
and consulting engineering services north of the A20 motorway in the ‘sGravelandse Polder and Spaanse Polder business parks featuring a mix of wholesale businesses and a small-scale, partly maritime manufacturing industry (figure
4). Out of the 3,099 directly port-related active workers, 1,960 work within the
port area (Wiltonhaven and Wilhelminahaven).

The maritime and port-related engineering cluster in Schiedam

The Port Monitor only describes part of the port activities in Schiedam
As mentioned above, the Port Monitor is not complete and only maps out a share
of maritime activities. We therefore refer to the LISA file, another source, to visualise the dynamics in the port and to assess total employment in the Schiedam port
area, based on port post codes (table 4). In 2015, mention was made of 8,398
active workers for all sectors in the port area of Schiedam; 28% of total employment in the Municipality of Schiedam. Based on the Port Monitor, 30% of these
jobs can be considered as port-related. Other sources, however, report much higher figures in terms of port-related jobs, stating a 48% (3,247) maritime/logistic
employment in the port area.11 As we have already underlined, the Port Monitor
does not take many service-providing activities into account. During the 20102014 period, employment in the port area increased substantially in the consulting
engineering agency sector; escalating from 521 to 1,041 jobs within the two

KH Engineering | RH Marine | Huisman Equipment | SBM Offshore | GustoMSC |
KCI The Engineers | Tebodin | SPIE Controlec | DCMR | Hatenboer Water |
Mammoet Engineering | Jumbo | Smart Asset Integrity Solutions | Inrada | Enersea
| Proton Ventures | twelve small-scale bureaus.
[Note: Damen and HSM Offshore are large-scale users of consulting engineering services
that are sourced elsewhere; Damen sources from its head office in Gorinchem]

A comparative analysis of the 2015 figures in the Schiedam Business Register
showed an increase of 552 active workers over the past two years, towards which
the arrival of Tebodin and RH Marine weighed heavily. Thus, this search yielded
twice as many active workers as can be established on the basis of the LISA data
provided in table 4.
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Figure 5. Three innovative, expertise-intensive but also characteristic port areas
that have the potential of mutual reinforcement.12

Figure 6. Position of Schiedam, RDM and Merwe-Vierhavens according to the
vision of the Port of Rotterdam.13 Blue triangle: individual addition (B.K.)

'Offshore Valley is the sign that best reflects the dynamics of Schiedam.
It is the combination of digital design processes and the concrete completion of construction
and maintenance of offshore vessels; this combination is essential.'
Coert van Zijll Langhout
Managing Director of Navingo Maritime & Offshore Media Group
8

Leading companies such as SPIE Controlec and Tebodin are particularly involved
in the provision of services for the chemical industry in the Port of Rotterdam;
nevertheless, they are also critical in the Port of Schiedam's specificity in the design of maritime and port-related installations and processes. Furthermore, we
would like to underline that we are looking at a development that was recently
accelerated (see below).

the Port of Schiedam over the past years. The box above provides an overview of
companies that have recently set up in Schiedam. During interviews conducted in
businesses within the context of this study, we note three recurrent motives for
opting for Schiedam: (a) cluster forces: the presence of a large number of stakeholders in the offshore and maritime industry, with whom business relationships
are upheld in most cases, (b) the efficient opening up of the area by virtue of its
public transport and (c) the current approach of the municipality, which has effectively placed the region on the map.

The maritime businesses (largely SMBs) that have opted for Schiedam since
2015

Or: just one north bank?
The choice of the Schiedam-RDM-M4H facility expresses the innovative character of its locations: design, research, education, maintenance, offshore. It should
also be pointed out that all three of these areas are mentioned in recent visions of
the Port of Rotterdam (figure 6). Finally, the entrepreneurs quoted in the context
of this study have stated that they consider themselves first and foremost part of
'Rotterdam', at which connection with the RDM-campus is often referred to. 'The
water cab is ideal; within just five minutes you get from Schiedam to the RDM
facility.' It is also clear that these entrepreneurs are not oriented towards Vlaardingen; there are few, or no commercial relationships between the businesses in
Schiedam and Vlaardingen, given that the Port of Vlaardingen is relatively unknown to the entrepreneurs with businesses in the Port of Schiedam. It is also
noteworthy that Vlaardingen was emphatically discarded from the vision of the
Port of Rotterdam (figure 6). Therefore, Vlaardingen does not seem to be the a
likely partner, even if the Viro Engineering consulting firm recently relocated to
Vlaardingen, albeit at a short distance from the Port of Schiedam near Vlaardingen-Oost station. Before excluding - at this early stage - the potential for deepening, widening and innovating cooperation between Schiedam and Vlaardingen, as
far as a possible, upscaling the added value of both ports, it is essential that this
point be carefully explored as well as jointly taking stock of, and tackling 'uncultivated land' that is needed for growth, competitive power and innovation. The
departure of Unilever R&D, in particular, will offer new opportunities for moving
activities in the Port of Vlaardingen towards offshore, new manufacturing industries and expertise-intensive service provision, thus stimulating collaboration with
Schiedam. In this context, it should be pointed out that the Nieuwe-Waterweg
Noord Technology Network is already active, in which entrepreneurs, education
institutions and public authorities have joined forces to promote the region's

RH Marine: maritime electro-technical supplier
Navingo maritime & offshore: media business for the maritime and offshore
industry
Tugpins: designer and producer of towing pins and associated parts
Prolance marine flooring: builder and supplier for shipping interiors
EVS-multiservice: wainscoting, maintenance and yacht reconstruction
SafeTmade: supplier and designer of hoisting cranes with water bags
Gimas Ship & Supply services: ship parts, design and logistics
FMJ Marine & Offshore: electronic instrumentation projects for the marine/
offshore industry
Van Slobbe: welding, sheet-metal and construction for the offshore industry
WSR Rotterdam: ship repair and service, spare parts
Holland Diving: underwater exchange of screw propellers
Enersea: offshore engineering specialist
Source: Van der Veer (2017)14

Schiedam, Merwe-Vierhaven and RDM; joining forces?
The Port of Schiedam, Merwe-Vierhaven and RDM Campus are all examples of
traditional port areas that are under transition towards a dynamic, innovative and
expertise-intensive environment, but - in the case of RDM and the Port of Schiedam - are also still relying on the solid maritime manufacturing industry. All three
of these areas have links with the manufacturing industry, related to energy transition, including innovative activities, start-ups and the dynamics of small and medium-sized businesses. Schiedam, too, has dynamics that are associated with a
relatively large share of small and medium-sized businesses that have opted for

9

technology. This is an initiative by 47 businesses, 10 schools and the Municipalities of Vlaardingen, Schiedam and Maassluis.
A powerful location for the provision of corporate services
A comparison between the employment in the Port of Schiedam and that of the
port areas surrounding Schiedam - on the basis of table 4 - clearly shows the overrepresentation of letting and the provision of corporate service, together with advisory services and the provision of specialist services. Both sectors, considered
together, account for 4,038 active workers employed by businesses located within
the Port of Schiedam.
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Figure 7. When visualising port-related activities, there appears to be an ongoing
cluster development between Schiedam and Vlaardingen. We must explore to
which extent the different port facilities on the north bank may reinforce each
other and which possibilities exist for further developing collaboration, aimed for
instance at innovation.

Figure 8. In the analysis by Parravicini et al. it is concluded that the current plans
for the north bank do not reflect integration. However, the added value of the
north bank as a unit within the larger maritime cluster in the province of ZuidHolland may very well generate new perspectives that are now hidden from view
by the current fragmented approach.

Source: Parravicini et al (2017) 15
t

'The Port of Schiedam remains a maritime area and a part of Greater Rotterdam. Both businesses
that focus on high-grade expertise and a maritime manufacturing industry remain necessary. After
all, proper installation of our increasingly sophisticated ship engines must be ensured.
Collaboration carries potential for both sides and may be further strengthened.'
Henk de Jong
Managing Director of SUBLX Wärtsilä
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The Port of Vlaardingen also boasts a substantial employment figure in the highquality provision of service. The comprehensive Unilever laboratory - with approx. 750 employees - accounts for the larger part of the 1,497 active workers in
the 'Consultancy, research and other specialist corporate provision of service'
sector. This laboratory, however, will be relocating to Wageningen due to a centralisation operation. We indicated earlier that this may also yield new possibilities
for collaboration between Vlaardingen and Schiedam.

4.

The economic significance of the Port of Schiedam as
compared to other ports and economic hubs

4.1.

Schiedam compared to other sea ports

Schiedam and Zaanstad
Comparison between the ports of Schiedam and Zaanstad is relevant, since both
ports are associated with a medium-sized town, even if Zaanstad - with 154,000
inhabitants - is more than twice the size of Schiedam with its 78,000 inhabitants.
Both ports, however, are situated next to a large seaport cluster, with which they
maintain a symbiotic relationship. Zaandam is an important hub for cocoaprocessing and the general foodstuff industry.

When looking at the structure of employment in Merwe-Vierhaven, we see that
the major share of 'consultancy and other provision of corporate service' corroborates the expertise-intensive character of this area. 644 people are employed in the
Rotterdam Science Tower, which is far in excess of the workforce - 173 jobs - in
the RDM-campus (2016).16 The wholesale and retail trade form the leading sector
in Merwe-Vierhaven, where education is also of paramount importance. It is worthy of note that employment in industry is strongly lagging behind (table 4).

There is little difference between the two ports in terms of direct port-related employment; 3,099 active workers in Schiedam and 3,697 for Zaanstad (table 5).
Then again, the added value of the Port of Zaanstad is clearly higher than that of
the Port of Schiedam; also, the indirect effects of the Port of Zaanstad are significantly higher. The 2016 employment multiplier was 2.35 in Zaanstad. This implies that every active worker in the port indirectly creates 1.35 induced jobs. The
employment multiplier is only 1.83 for Schiedam, which is below the average of
1.99 for Dutch ports. The added value multiplier of Zaanstad (1.82) is also significantly higher than the score of 1.49 in Schiedam.

'Plus plus' is the driving force in the Port of Schiedam
The Port of Schiedam is a powerful location featuring both high-grade design
activities plus service provision and a maritime manufacturing industry. The location is also successful in attracting many activities that are neither maritime nor
port-related. The 'Synergy Map of the Port of Schiedam' shows a substantial volume of 'Other activities, not quay-related' such as the Rabobank, advertising
agencies, car import activities and 'retail trade/direct deliveries to consumers'. It is
often difficult to draw clear lines when it comes to the degree of their port-related
nature. An example of this is Navingo, an editing business that specialises in publications for the maritime and offshore industry; specifically, this company has
indicated that the maritime character of the location was a key asset when opting
to locate its business in Schiedam.

Zaanstad has secured a predominant activity by specialising in the foodstuff industry, whereas Schiedam has a dominant influence in terms of industrial employment in the offshore, metal and shipbuilding industry as well as in wholesale
and the provision of corporate services. This latter aspect makes for another considerable difference between both ports. There is hardly any provision of corporate service in Zaanstad, whereas in Schiedam this accounts for nearly 20% of
employment, even if we exclude consulting engineering businesses. A final similarity is that both ports have a limited hub function.

In order to provide enhanced insight into the distinguishing character of the Port
of Schiedam, we compare it to some representative ports and municipalities in the
next chapter.
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Table 5. Comparison between the seaports of Schiedam, Zaanstad, Dordrecht and
Vlaardingen in terms of: employment directly and indirectly related to seaport
activities and added value (millions of euros at current prices), 2016.
Sectors
HUB
Transport
Service provision
Transhipment/storage
BUSINESS LOCATION
Industry:
Foodstuff industry
Crude oil industry
Chemical industry
Metal
Shipbuilding
Electricity production
Other
Wholesale
Prov. of corp. service / public
authorities
Total direct
Indirect
Total

Active workers

Added value

Zaanstad
531
158
85
288
3,166
2,531
1,956
0
329
39
158
1
48
573
62

Dordrecht
1,045
474
337
234
2,574
1,777
67
185
838
222
119
0
346
426
371

Vlaardingen
1,853
1,495
112
246
1,073
775
101
64
61
494
28
0
27
231
67

Schiedam
246
45
184
17
2,853
1,646
0
5
6
294
288
0
1,053
609
598

Zaanstad
57.0
20.6
9.8
26.7
479.0
423.6
363.5
0.0
39.4
4.7
11.3
0.4
4.3
49.3
7.1

Dordrecht
112.8
48.7
38.0
26.1
353.5
270.5
5.8
37.2
163.4
19.0
11.5
0.0
33.4
43.8
39.3

Vlaardingen
201.0
136.1
13.2
51.7
134.1
103.3
12.6
16.1
22.6
46.4
2.0
0.0
3.7
24.2
6.6

Schiedam
31.6
3.6
25.6
2.5
317.8
156.7
0.0
1.3
2.2
31.2
21.6
0.0
100.4
78.4
82.7

3,697
4,983
8,680

3,619
4,129
7,748

2,926
2,331
5,257

3,099
2,569
5,668

537.0
438.0
975.0

466.3
276.0
742.3

335.0
179.0
514.0

349.5
170.0
519.5

Source: Port Monitor (2017)
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Schiedam and Dordrecht
Dordrecht, with its 119,000 inhabitants, is situated in between Schiedam and
Zaanstad. The Port of Dordrecht is interesting, because it is located right in the
centre of the maritime cluster; in addition, Dordrecht is a seaport in its own right
and - just like Schiedam - it can berth oceangoing vessels. Expressed in direct
port-related employment and added value, Dordrecht - though slightly larger - is
pretty much the same size as Schiedam: 3,619 versus 3,099 active workers and
466 versus 350 million euros of added value (table 5). The hub function of the
Port of Dordrecht is considerably more important than that of Schiedam, in that
the volume of transport and storage/transhipment is larger. Both ports share a
strong industrial profile. Dordrecht is dominant in terms of the chemical industry the Dupont/Chemours Company - whereas Schiedam is specialised in offshore
activities. Comparison with Dordrecht unveils a striking fact; the extent of the
provision of corporate and non-corporate services is substantial in Schiedam, i.e.
598 jobs versus 371 in Dordrecht. Since the added value of these jobs is relatively
high, a difference of 200 jobs is appreciable. Also in the Port of Dordrecht, indirect employment is considerably higher than in Schiedam, with an employment
multiplier of 2.14 as opposed to 1.83 in the Port of Schiedam. In terms of added
value, this spin-off is closer, i.e. a multiplier of 1.59 for Dordrecht and 1.49 for
Schiedam. It is unclear to which extent the Port of Dordrecht features a comparable specialisation in consulting engineering services. The port city has seen initiatives such as Ecoshape including the Building with Nature programme and it participates actively in expertise initiatives in the domain of Urban Flood Management; moreover, a few small-sized, yet top-quality institutions are currently relocating to Dordrecht.

explore the potential of collaboration between Vlaardingen and Schiedam. For,
indeed, the port-related character of both municipalities is a source of potential
increasingly strong and deep links. Furthermore, the very differences in structure
between both ports may also yield potential for cooperation and innovation.
Conclusion
Three features emanate from this comparison: (a) the Port of Schiedam does not
specialise in logistics, (b) Schiedam is clearly over-represented in the offshore
industry and (c) Schiedam is prominent in the provision of corporate service as
compared to its peers. It also appears that the 'motor function' of Schiedam - the
sourcing of goods and service elsewhere - is relatively limited. This may be due to
the high share of activities of the 'Consulting engineers and other design & consultancy', sector which, in itself, adds relatively substantial value, with a very low
level of procurement. Finally, the Port of Schiedam boasts diversity: maritime
industry, offshore and consulting engineering services, while wholesale remains
essential.
4.2

Schiedam compared to urban economic hubs

Comparison of the employment structure in Schiedam
We compared Schiedam with some other municipalities in the province of ZuidHolland: Vlaardingen, Rotterdam, Delft, Zoetermeer and the 'other municipalities'
in the province of Zuid-Holland. Vlaardingen is an obvious choice, because this
municipality also has a seaport, located next to the Port of Schiedam on the north
bank of the Maas. Delft is interesting because of its strong expertise base and
Zoetermeer thanks to its ICT specialisation as well as the presence of various
higher education institutions. The scale of the municipalities of Delft and Zoetermeer, with 101,000 and 125,000 inhabitants respectively, is clearly in excess of
Schiedam. In terms of employment, Zoetermeer is slightly lagging behind in comparison with Delft, for example. Rotterdam is illustrative of a classical port city.

Schiedam and Vlaardingen
Vlaardingen has 72,000 inhabitants, which is comparable with Schiedam; this is
also the case for both ports in terms of economic impact, with 3,000 active workers and an added value of 335 and 350 million euros respectively (table 5). In
addition, the magnitude of the indirect effects is similar. There is, however, a large
difference between the structures of the two ports. Vlaardingen is characterised by
a strong hub function yielding an extensive employment in transport, e.g. the
DFDS terminal in Vulcaanhaven. Metalworking constitutes the major activity in
terms of establishment location. The low level of provision of corporate services
as compared to Schiedam is quite striking. We pointed out earlier the need to

Schiedam is clearly over-represented in terms of industrial employment as compared to other municipalities; 13% of employment is accounted for by industry
(table 6), whereby the port-related industry is particularly important. Only the
municipality of Vlaardingen (11.8%) is comparable with Schiedam. In addition,
Schiedam is over-represented in the 'Rental of mobile goods and other provision
of corporate service' sector with a 12.4% share of employment; no other
14

Table 6. Active workers according to main SBI classes in selected municipalities,
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
Extraction of minerals
Industry
Production and distribution of, and trading in electricity, natural gas, steam etc.
Harvesting and distribution of water; waste and waste water management and sanitation
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; car repair
Transport and storage
Accommodation and catering
Information and communication
Financial institutions
Real estate rental and trade
Consultancy, investigation and provision of other specialised corporate services
Rental of mobile goods and provision of other corporate service
Public governance, public authority services and statutory social insurances
Education
Health and care sector
Culture, sport and recreation
Provision of other services
TOTAL

Schiedam

Rotterdam

Vlaardingen

26
30
3,905
328
327
1,092
5,881
1,430
796
327
193
188
2,269
3,727
1,814
1,512
5,215
347
685
30,092

250
48
2,.964
4,073
2,930
12,121
44,053
31,419
12,139
8,140
13,468
3,197
28,912
17,849
19,879
25,329
57,167
5,884
4,014
313,836

13
29
2,258
1
187
1,390
3,786
1,120
940
270
94
270
1,877
695
853
1,429
3,252
318
374
19,156

Delft
74
0
2,807
541
853
1,609
7,147
1,291
2,530
3,039
616
561
7,572
945
2,000
8,435
9,045
1,095
703
50,863

Zoetermeer
85
135
3,053
0
512
1,698
9,995
1,106
1,399
4,141
1,545
381
4,775
3,265
5,048
3,000
4,992
1,646
2,427
49,203

Zuid-Holland, other
31,867
2.126
81,830
1,682
4,106
66,236
194,865
48,437
38,726
32,435
20,330
9,605
90,858
54,458
78,481
64,935
168,562
19,329
23,783
1,037,896

2015, absolute and percentage-wise.
Schiedam

Rotterdam

Vlaardingen

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
Extraction of minerals
Industry
Production and distribution of, and trading in electricity, natural gas, steam etc.
Harvesting and distribution of water; waste and waste water management and sanitation

0.1
0.1
13.0
1.1
1.1

0.1
0.0
7.3
1.3
0.9

0.1
0.2
11.8
0.0
1.0

0.1
0.0
5.5
1.1
1.7

0.2
0.3
6.2
0.0
1.0

3.1
0.2
7.9
0.2
0.4

Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; car repair
Transport and storage
Accommodation and catering
Information and communication
Financial institutions
Real estate rental and trade
Consultancy, investigation and provision of other specialist corporate services
Rental of mobile goods and provision of other corporate service

3.6
19.5
4.8
2.6
1.1
0.6
0.6
7.5
12.4

3.9
14.0
10.0
3.9
2.6
4.3
1.0
9.2
5.7

7.3
19.8
5.8
4.9
1.4
0.5
1.4
9.8
3.6

3.2
14.1
2.5
5.0
6.0
1.2
1.1
14.9
1.9

3.5
20.3
2.2
2.8
8.4
3.1
0.8
9.7
6.6

6.4
18.8
4.7
3.7
3.1
2.0
0.9
8.8
5.2

6.0

6.3

4.5

3.9

10.3

7.6

8.1
18.2
1.9
1.3
100.0

7.5
17.0
1.7
2.0
100.0

16.6
17.8
2.2
1.4
100.0

6.1
10.1
3.3
4.9
100.0

6.3
16.2
1.9
2.3
100.0

Public governance, public authority services and statutory social insurances
Education
Health and care sector
Culture, sport and recreation
Provision of other services
TOTAL

5.0
17.3
1.2
2.3
15
100.0

Delft

Zoetermeer

Zuid-Holland, other

municipality even approaches this figure. This sector comprises, among other
activities: car rental and lease, consumer products, machines and other mobile
goods, job placement, temping agencies and HR management, travel agencies,
security, facility management, cleaning and provision of other corporate services.

the share of Delft is obviously striking, but Vlaardingen's 7.5% share is also worthy of note. Education may also be a source of complementarity and further development between both ports and, furthermore, in areas such as consultancy,
research and other types of specialised and high-quality service provision.

It is noteworthy that the share in the 'Consultancy, research and other specialist
corporate provision of service' sector compared to other selected municipalities is
lagging behind in Schiedam with a rate of 7.5%, whereas all other municipalities
fluctuate around or upwards of 9%; as expected, Delft scores higher thanks to the
presence of the University of Technology. However, the other municipalities also
boast a superior score (8.8%) compared to Schiedam. This is the sub-sector that
includes consulting engineering, technical design and advice, inspection, verification, R&D as well as: legal consultancy, accountancy, tax consultancy, architects,
advertising and market research, industrial design and styling plus remaining
forms of consultancy. It was expected that, especially due to the great importance
of the aforementioned port-oriented and maritime-related consulting engineering
agencies, Schiedam would show a clear over-representation in this field.

In summary, we can say that the statistics presented here do not support the expected over-representation of Schiedam in terms of employment in the 'Consultancy, research and other specialist corporate provision of service' sector.
The analysis conducted within the context of this white paper shows that this
specialisation is indeed evident from the Schiedam Register of Companies and
from analysis resulting in a figure of 2,014 active workers in the provision of
consulting engineering services.
In regards to the scale of this volume in excess of 2,000 active workers, the following factors must be borne in mind:
a. this concerns highly educated and specialised personnel, working with highgrade information technology;
b. these activities fulfil a strategic specialisation in the wider maritime cluster in
the province of Zuid-Holland due to the close-knit economic network within
the maritime cluster;
c. these design activities are for a large part complementary to industrial/manufacturing activities in the port;
d. these activities have shown strong growth over the past years, thus reinforcing
the expertise-intensive image of the port;
e. by far the larger share of the 2,014 workers operating within these activities estimated at approx. 80% - do not live in the Municipality of Schiedam, which
means that commuting connections are of paramount importance.

The low share of Schiedam may be accounted for by the fact that employment in
consulting engineering bureaus either also forms part of industry - for example the
Huisman in-house engineering bureau - or is classified in other sub-groups;
wholesale was already mentioned earlier and DCMR can be attributed to public
governance. Furthermore, as we concluded earlier, strong growth has been observed since 2015.
Another striking difference between Schiedam and the municipalities selected in
table 6 is the very low share of 'Information and communication'. With a share of
1.1%, Schiedam is distinctly lagging behind here, especially with regards to Delft
and Zoetermeer - although logically so given that the latter boasts an ICT specialisation - but also in respect of the other municipalities in the province of ZuidHolland. It has already been pointed out that active maritime consulting engineering agencies in Schiedam are strongly focused on IT as an applied technology.

This last factor makes it clear that the city and its port are not well balanced. The
character of work in the port is becoming increasingly specialised, which does not
(yet) link up with the characteristics of the town as a residential location. The
characteristics of the existing professional population in Schiedam do not match
developments within the port. In the following chapter, we will study this imbalance in greater detail.

Finally, Schiedam is under-represented in the 'Financial institutions' subsector
and, to a lesser degree, in 'Education', with a share of 0.6 and 5.0% respectively.
Zoetermeer has a significantly higher score (a share of 3.1%) for Financial institutions; Rotterdam's concentration represents a share of 4.3%. In terms of education,
16

Figure 9. The population of Schiedam is emphatically engaged in the development
of the port.

Figure 10. The planned luxury residential building near the port, including a range
of facilities, may strengthen the port-city relationship in Schiedam.

Source: Municipality of Schiedam

Source: Municipality of Schiedam

'The Municipality of Schiedam has shown a high degree of entrepreneurial spirit in relation to port development. Though
the effect is visible, it must be forcefully pursued. Ongoing improvement of mobility - especially together with the Delft
University of Technology -, improving quality of life and the enhanced promotion of the Municipality of Schiedam are
major focal points.'
Hugo Loudon
Managing Director of RH Marine
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crossing the Vlaardingerdijk (figure 10). This means that there is a potential for a
gentle transition between city and port by creating a new waterfront to allow creative and new manufacturing industries to settle in the transition zone between city
and port.

Relationship between Schiedam and its Port

The relationship between Schiedam and its port is not visible
The relationship between the Port of Schiedam and the city is not clear. 'In the
reports, Schiedam is barely analysed in detail or scrutinised...', as stated in a memo
on the positioning of the Schiedam-based harbours.17 In the same memo, the fact
that 'the existing and potential businesses and institutions either have no picture,
or have a negative view of Schiedam' is established as a weakness and it is also
said that the port grounds have a closed character, with very limited public access
to the waterfront. The memo concludes on the need to examine the relationships
between the port area and its environment, as well as the places where the workers
in the port areas are living.

It has already been stated that the Port of Schiedam is gaining momentum as a
location for higher educated personnel, aimed at the provision of consulting engineering services for the maritime cluster. Schiedam - with its non-diversified, lowvalue housing stock - is currently struggling with a negative image as a residential
location for higher educated employees. However, what better example than the
dreary port city of Rotterdam? Following best practices such as Bilbao and Liverpool, Rotterdam has managed to re-shape its image to become a 'hot and happening' residential town and an alternative to living in Amsterdam. Thanks to its city
centre and splendid pre-war quarters such as Schiedam-West, the town definitely
has the potential to also function as a residential location for the higher educated
personnel working in the Port of Schiedam. The image of both the city and port
offers potential for mutual development towards higher quality and increased
creativity. It should be noted that Schiedam will definitely need a specific attraction in keeping with Bilbao or Markthal, in order to give impetus to this image.
Several major companies in the port area, such as the GustoMSC consulting engineering bureau, consider themselves as true 'Schiedam businesses' and they appreciate the high-quality maritime character of the port and the dynamics within the
maritime cluster.

In the relationship between the city and the port, various connection may be considered.
a. To which extent are the city and the port mutual suppliers?
b. To which degree is the city a location for port-related office activities?
c. Does the city provide an attractive living environment for port employees?
d. Does the city suffer from the environmental and traffic-related impact of the
port?
e. To which extent does the city cater for education and expertise in keeping with
the port's activities?
f. To which degree do the images of the city and the port reinforce each another?

Schiedam inevitably suffers from the negative impact of its port; nevertheless, the
effects of traffic resulting from transport of goods within the port area are limited
and there is no process industry. Noise pollution associated with maritime activities and the shipping industry is of particular relevance and warrants due attention.
In addition, the high-quality character of Vijfsluizen implies the presence of massive commuter traffic on the road, in spite of the excellent public transport network. The town will, therefore, be affected by commuter road transport during the
morning and evening rush hours. As such, accessing the Port of Schiedam by car
is a problem - despite recent changes - for many businesses located within the port
area.

Very little is known about the relationships between the urban economics of the
city Schiedam and its port economics. On the basis of Rotterdam's image - which
did effectively benefit from extensive analysis18 – these relationships may well be
limited. Mutual supplier relationships are developed to a far greater extent within
the broader maritime cluster in the province of Zuid-Holland (refer to figure 1)
than between the city and the port.
This is also connected with the second relationship, i.e. the city of Schiedam as a
location for port-related office activities. In the overview of port-related businesses (figure 4) it appears clearly that there are two mainstays: the port grounds and
the Spaanse Polder and ‘s-Gravenlandse polder. Interesting businesses are also
located in between, such as Tebodin near Schiedam station. Furthermore,
Vijfsluizen is not very far from the urbanised area; it can be accessed by simply

Although Schiedam does not have specialised technical and port-logistic education facilities, with the exception of the training institutes within the businesses
18

that are located in the port area (in-company schooling centres), the dynamics of
education institutions in the surrounding area are noteworthy. The Schiedam Solutionlab has launched an ongoing initiative aimed at the creation of a Maritime
Education & Innovation Centre (MEIC), which may give further impetus to ensure more intensive and innovative collaboration in the field of education, research, innovation and expertise development between businesses and educational
institutions. A large number of the businesses in the port area and expertise institutes in the region are involved in the MEIC project. The relationship with the
Delft University of Technology in particular is of strategic importance to the maritime cluster, which is constantly gaining in quality.
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Accessibility through public transport; an asset of the Port of Schiedam.

Park management and architecture ensure a dynamic port image.
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without being obstructed by residential building, which was the case in Scheveningen, for example.

Near future of the Port of Schiedam

Great dynamics in maritime strategy development
A multitude of policy initiatives for the maritime sector have been developed, all
of which are - to a greater or lesser extent - critical to the Port of Schiedam. Examples include: a new Working Programme for Maritime Strategy and Seaports
was introduced on 22nd February 2018, with focus on the maritime manufacturing
industry; the 'Economic 2020 Agenda for the South Wing' has seen the light; the
Metropole Region Rotterdam-The Hague has developed the 'Roadmap Next
Economy' including the 'Smart Digital Delta' transition pathway, giving attention
to digital developments and new manufacturing industry activities in the maritime
sector. Furthermore, Top Sector Water has developed to become 'Top Sector Water and Maritime', featuring increased focus on the interests of the maritime cluster. In addition, the Spatial-Economic Development Strategy (REOS) of public
authorities, provinces and large cities is also of relevance; it focuses attention on
urban transformation areas, in which Schiedam fits perfectly. Finally, the strategy
of the Port of Rotterdam and the Municipality of Rotterdam is highly relevant to
the future of the Port of Schiedam; the innovative ecosystem that focuses on the
port and maritime world (Rotterdam Innovation District) is crucial, as is the 'Rotterdam - Maritime Capital of Europe' initiative. However, of greater importance
than the aforementioned policy plans at national and regional level, we can note
the development that has been generated locally – via a bottom-up approach - by
the very businesses within the Port of Schiedam and to which the municipality has
responded in a proactive manner.

At the heart of this approach - an investment package of 92 million euros, funded
for 70 million by the private sector and 22 million from government sources, of
which the Municipality of Schiedam will fund 9 million euros. Via this funding
package, investments will be made in mobility and traffic, environmental concerns
and creating a healthy living environment, sustainability and innovation, education and expertise, public spaces and branding. The re-structuring of the sludge
depot, water cab and on-shore power supply are visible developments.
Developments in corporate life; long-term potential
In the short term, the businesses in the port area are struggling with the consequences of oil prices – which were at an all-time low early 2016 at less than 29
dollars; 66.44 dollars at the time of publication - as a result of which investments
by oil companies in offshore activities have been dramatically cut back. In contrast, we can note the development of offshore wind energy, which promises great
potential in the long run in terms of further investments and maintenance, and
which may well offer the best economic opportunities.
Away from iron!
Maritime dynamics are currently subject to structural changes. Businesses are
trying to reduce their dependency on cyclical markets by diversifying towards
branches of industry other than energy, oil and gas - the chemical industry, for
instance - and by developing new markets that require new types of vessels, such
as deep-sea mining (manganese nodules). Furthermore, businesses are strongly
committed to engaging a flexible non-core workforce; many of the workers in the
non-core workforce come from Eastern Europe. Another important development
within the businesses is the increasing attention for design, research and development, rather than the traditional metalworking. Manpower is becoming increasingly more qualified, which is also evident in previously presented figures. The share
of higher qualified workers in the shipbuilding industry increased from 12 to 28%
during the period from 2008 to 2014; in the hydraulic engineering and offshore
industry, the share of higher qualified personnel is even in the region of 40 to
50%.20 The sector is moving farther and farther away from metalworking, which
is also reinforced by increasing robotisation (welding robots) as well as an intensi-

The strong self-organising power of the Port of Schiedam
The offshore businesses in the port area themselves have taken the initiative to
help develop the Port of Schiedam into a high-quality and sustainable maritime
area. The three largest businesses in Wiltonhaven have presented their vision on
new investments for the port area with the objective of securing future employment in the port. At the core of this initiative, a process-wise approach including
purposeful investments and activities, all set forth in an 'ambition and inspiration
map’, has been adopted. Late 2015, this led to a declaration of intent between
various port-related and municipal parties to 'strive for a sustainable, innovative
and economically sound port in a healthy living environment'. 19 This implied that
ongoing development of the port as a powerful maritime hotspot was ensured,
21

fied focus on the provision of service, servicing activities and data management.
Concurrently, we observe an increasing trend towards ecological principles and
expertise hubs such as Ecoshape, Urban Flood Management or Building with
Nature. Fewer but much higher qualified employees will be required in the near
future thanks to all of these developments.
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Scenarios for the maritime cluster in 2045

the disaster in Fukushima, or the radical decision of Minister Wiebes to totally
discontinue gas extraction? Or is it about a gradual development of the climate
strategy, as laid down in the Energy Agenda, and as embodied in policy aimed at
adjustments to respond to scarcity of raw materials, e.g. by a strong commitment
to the circular economy? If a climate disaster should occur, or a war break out that
is related to strategic raw materials, dramatic developments for the maritime cluster are bound to take place; then again, these might pan out positively, especially
because of investments in climate measures or deep-sea mining. Should a more
gradual development occur, the cluster may also adjust itself over time to a sustainability-oriented transition or to the replacement of certain resources.

Scenarios for the maritime cluster in the province of Zuid-Holland
and Werkendam
Scenarios for 2045 were developed for the maritime cluster in the province of
Zuid-Holland and Werkendam in the autumn of 2016. 21 We have used these scenarios in this white paper as potential developments for Schiedam, without quantifying in detail the sectorial developments in Schiedam. Based on the development
of a number of trends and environments that are relevant to the maritime cluster,
two critical uncertainties have been formulated and have led to four structured
scenarios (refer to the adjacent page).
Ongoing globalisation
The first fundamental uncertainty is the progress of globalisation. On the one
hand, there may be an ongoing development of an open and globalised world, in
which direct foreign investments, trade flows and worldwide migration flows are
the driving forces. Here, we can consider the power of major internet retailers
such as Alibaba and Amazon, and Chinese attempts to facilitate worldwide trade
with a Belt and Road Initiative. On the other hand, a closed world could still be
possible, in which trade treaties have been cancelled, foreigners are no longer
welcome and direct foreign investments in certain strategic sectors are prohibited.
In particular, measures currently being taken or announced for the future by President Trump in relation to the levying of duties on imports into the US from China
and the trade war that might ensue from this are worth considering. This is a world
image between China as the workshop of the globalised world versus regional
markets that are shielded off. This is a scenario with far-reaching repercussions
for the functioning of seaports and the associated logistic sector in the Netherlands.

Four scenarios
Scarcity of raw materials and the geopolitical conflicts that are associated with it the 'Scarcity' scenario - stand for a shock as well as a closed world image in which
trade is lagging behind. This is a promising scenario for the maritime sector because, on the one hand, this requires alternative raw materials that can be extracted
in particular from the ocean bed and, on the other hand, it may imply a need to be
self-sufficient in terms of energy; wind energy from the sea.
'Disaster' is also a scenario with dramatic consequences, i.e. a large-scale environmental disaster. Nevertheless, the maritime sector will then actively contribute
towards the limiting of future risks through substantial investment in coastal defence and sustainable extraction of energy. The open society in this scenario, in
particular, promises major opportunities for the Dutch maritime sector.
According to the 'Asia Rules!' scenario, Asian businesses manage to cash in successfully on the build-up of expertise and experience in hydraulic engineering and
the offshore industry. Certain prestigious Dutch companies are increasingly investing in Asia, gradually transforming into Asian businesses. In addition, some
businesses are being acquired. Investments in education and expertise in Asia
reduce the competitive benefit of the Dutch cluster, resulting in a significant decrease in size.

Nature of climate change
The second fundamental uncertainty relates to the extent to which the effects related to climate change and scarcity of raw materials may be materialising. The
question is not if the consequences of climate change and the finiteness of certain
critical raw materials will make an impact, but rather how. Is this about a shockwise adjustment, i.e. a true climate or raw material crisis that is comparable to the
German Energy Transition and the related farewell to nuclear energy following

'Home made' is a scenario that is strongly committed to local manufacturing industry and digital technological development, whereby the globalising model will
be a thing of the past. This scenario implies a dramatic decrease in port-related
logistic activities.
24

Figure 11. Added value of the Zuid-Holland maritime cluster in 2045 (€ million).

Figure 12: Active workers in the Zuid-Holland maritime cluster in 2045.

Figure 14: Development of active workers in offshore & shipbuilding GrootRijnmond in 2014 and in four scenarios for 2045.

Figure 13. Development of added offshore & shipbuilding Groot-Rijnmond in
2014 and in four scenarios for 2045.
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the consequences for some critical characteristics of the establishment environment: the physical infrastructure, the labour market and education, the innovation
climate, cluster relationships, the living environment and - finally - the impact on
public authorities. When analysed, all four scenarios have a comparable degree of
probability. 'Asia Rules!' is not per se less likely than 'Scarcity', of which the latter
yields a far greater number of positive effects. Such a positive scenario is often
denoted by the term 'task-based' with the aim of trying to facilitate this.

The Port of Schiedam in 2045

The scenarios presented above have not been calculated in detail for the Port of
Schiedam. Nevertheless, the effects provide an indication of the developments that
may be in store for Schiedam.
One striking aspect is that the growth of added value in 2045 in comparison to
2014 (figure 11) is far higher than the growth of employment (figure 12). The
Zuid-Holland maritime cluster shows economic growth in three scenarios, none of
which boasts growth in the number of active workers. The interest of logistic
employment in the seaports (hub function) is a disturbing factor in this respect. As
was already evident from table 2, there is hardly any transhipment, storage and
transport in Schiedam, but mainly industry, i.e. offshore and shipbuilding activities. For this reason we have opted for a separate presentation of the development
of added value in the offshore and shipbuilding industries.

Physical infrastructure in 2045; a high-quality office environment, yet with pressure on the port infrastructure
If the 'Scarcity' scenario was to occur, pressure would be exerted on the port - and
to a lesser degree in the event of the 'Disaster' and 'Home made' scenarios - due to
a continuous demand for complex vessels for offshore wind energy and deep sea
mining, which will be finalised in the port during the last production stage. Although many routine activities will be conducted elsewhere, the ships that are
required for offshore will indeed be more sophisticated in the future than they are
now. They will be much cleaner vessels, possibly equipped with hydrogen or
another form of clean technology; they will be technically more complex because
new technology - artificial intelligence, big data etc. - will be used for their
equipment; these vessels will increasingly sail autonomously, and will require far
more onshore steering and control. It may well be that the complex vessels that
are designed by SBM Offshore will partly be controlled from a Schiedam-based
control room. Therefore, a large share of existing employment in the port area will
be relocated from a shipyard or ship to an office environment. Nevertheless, the
physical port will still be required in 2045 for testing purposes and for highquality vessel finalisation. This scenario will also result in extensive commuter
traffic from and to the port; the public transport infrastructure will therefore become increasingly important, rendering the current congestion in road accessibility a major point of attention. Only the 'Asia Rules!' scenario would lead to a
'draining' of the port and might entail a development as rendered in figure 3 for the
period between 1980 and 2000, whereby a large part of the then existing WiltonFijenoord shipyard would vanish. This scenario may well take place.

Labour in 2045 will be much higher qualified
It appears that, in particular in the 'Scarcity' scenario, we see a strong growth in
added value, without a reduction of the workforce (figures 13 and 14). The realised added value per employee will be growing by a 2.5 factor by 2045; workers
will be far more qualified. This growth of added value per employee is also observed in the other scenarios, even if it yields a smaller volume of employees.
Within the most positive scenario (Scarcity), the current volume of higher qualified employees - comprising nearly 30% of higher qualified workers in the shipbuilding industry and almost 50% in the offshore industry in the year 2014 - will
increase even more.22 This is a continuation of an ongoing development. The
added value per employee in the shipbuilding and offshore sectors in the Port of
Schiedam increased (based on the data in table 2) from 61,400 to 75,000 euros in
the shipbuilding industry and from 65,100 to 95,300 euros in the offshore industry
during the period 2002-2016. Although there is, obviously, an efficiency effect to
be taken into account, strong growth in the offshore workforce can also be established for this period, i.e. from 367 to 1,053 employees in the Port of Schiedam exclusive of consulting engineering bureaus and other high-grade service provision – and as such, a further 2,000 employees can be added to this total.
From the perspective of the business establishment environment of the Port of
Schiedam, the scenarios are bound to have significant effects here. We describe
26
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Labour market and education in 2045; highly-qualified manpower will be a major
production factor
In point of fact, highly-qualified personnel is a starting point in all of the scenarios
pictured for the ongoing development of the cluster. There is a constant demand
for specialised technical personnel in the labour market, but also an increasing
demand for software and data analysts. The Delft University of Technology is, in
a sense, the 'house supplier', whereas in-company training facilities in businesses
located within the port area are also essential. Once more, we draw attention to the
MEIC Schiedam Solutionlab, which focuses on the implementation of ideas developed in collaboration with the American futurologist Jeremy Rifkin in the
Roadmap Next Economy. MEIC Schiedam thereby mainly focuses on the transition pathway 'Next Society towards an inclusive society', which deals with new
labour market arrangements, new skills and new types of education, community
property, civilian corporations, bottom-up movements, social entrepreneurs and
social innovation. In a nutshell; all the actions that are necessary to build a more
inclusive society. This is of paramount importance for both the city and Port of
Schiedam, because the development of activities will generate positive consequences for the opportunities of lower-qualified and unskilled workers in Schiedam.

Campus. It is essential to properly assess the way in which the activities in the
Port of Schiedam link up with this eco-system. As was shown in figure 1, there is
a network of businesses between the Maasvlakte and Gorinchem, but there is also
a need to make swift moves between businesses that are located close to one another. The high concentration of consulting engineering firms in Schiedam provides potential for further examination of the best way to cooperate with the existing eco-system. In that context, Offshore Valley is a 'sign' with potential because
of the connection between offshore and digital dynamics (Valley). Navingo's
initiative to start The Offshore Bar is, beyond any doubt, an impetus for the innovation climate.
Cluster relationships
The importance of cluster relationships in the Port of Schiedam is perfectly clear
to all parties involved; 'the Port of Schiedam; a hub in a maritime cluster-to-be'.23
Attention is particularly drawn to the demonstrably high concentration and variation of established activities plus related education facilities, and to the forging of
relationships and value chains between these businesses and institutions in the
region and beyond. Relevant cluster stakeholders are present in the area for the
greater part and for 43% of maritime businesses this is an essential condition for
the choice of a business location. These cluster relationships are crucial on the
basis of the previously presented scenarios from now to 2045. High productivity is
generally considered to be an essential result of cluster development and this is
critical in responding to future challenges. The Port of Schiedam must be a true
cluster in its own right by 2045.

Innovation climate; Offshore Valley
Innovation and renewal are key concepts within the maritime cluster; not only in
order to stay a step ahead of competition from other European countries and Asia competition that is often still based on low costs - but also to contribute towards
ongoing and sustainable preservation of the economy. In this respect, the TV programme 'Tegenlicht' broadcast on 10th December 2017 was a case in point. The
Schiedam-based consulting engineering business Inrada was visited (photograph
on the left) and their invention for the fermenting of sea weed that may grow between wind turbines at sea, yielding biogas, was highly appealing, especially during the period when gas from Groningen ceased to be a long-term alternative.

Living environment
An attractive living environment is a starting point for the development of the Port
of Schiedam from now to 2045. In fact, this aspect of the establishment environment is also independent of whatever scenario actually transpires. The reinforcement of quality living in Schiedam is a condition for its economic development in
all scenarios. And all parties involved are already very well aware of the importance of this factor.24

There is a powerful innovative eco-system in the area around Schiedam featuring
high-quality expertise institutions and innovation accelerators such as Port XL,
SmartPort, CIC, Clean Tech Delta, Yes!Delft and Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, as well as a powerful infrastructure around the maritime sector - for
example, Netherlands Maritime Technology, Innovation Quarter and Deal - and a
spatial business conglomerate in the Merwe-Vierhavengebied and on the RDM

Public authorities
The public authorities constitute the final factor that is important for the development of the business establishment climate. In fact, public authorities play an
important role - indeed, a sort of best practice - in the development of the Port of
28

Schiedam. Public authorities have demonstrated that they have paid serious attention to the signals from the active businesses in the port and have also acted with
great decisiveness. Many of the aforementioned factors - infrastructure, labour
market and education, inclusiveness, innovation climate, cluster relationships - are
typical tasks for public authorities that are crucial on the road towards 2045.
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Conclusion: the Port of Schiedam in 2045

The port area and the Municipality of Schiedam must
move on in order to bring this ideal to fruition.

In 2045, the Port of Schiedam shall have developed into a
very strong maritime cluster, based upon high-grade maritime expertise and skills.

This implies:
• development of facilities that expertise-workers find attractive,
• making efforts to attract a few more high-quality businesses to the area,
• good accessibility of the area is crucial; this also applies to the Delft University of Technology, RDM and other maritime hotspots,
• how the area can best be positioned in relation to Merwe-Vierhaven, RDM
and Vlaardingen must be investigated, and - especially - what cooperation potential exists between the ports of Vlaardingen and Schiedam,
• the port area must be further developed - sludge depot - and made attractive;
current possibilities have not yet been fully used (here we can consider the
hotel and catering industry),
• the municipality's approach must concentrate on working in unison with corporate life; built-up trust is an important asset,
• thinking carefully about the best way to connect businesses in the port area
with the innovation eco-system - Maritime Cluster Rotterdam/Zuid-Holland,
• priority should be given to the matching of supply and demand in the labour
market due to inclusiveness issues.

The majority of the existing companies have remained loyal to the Port of Schiedam because of:
• the strong cluster relationships within the port area and with businesses that
are situated elsewhere in the Maritime Delta,
• the strong and positive maritime image of the area,
• the strong relationships with the expertise infrastructure - Delft University of
Technology - and the broader innovation eco-system in the region,
• the excellent accessibility of the port area by public transport, water cab and
(2045) high-quality public transport connections with the south bank/RDM,
• the increased attractiveness of Schiedam as a residential location,
• the attractive financial picture of living and working in Schiedam as compared to alternative locations in the Netherlands.
The maritime manufacturing industry cluster has grown significantly in terms of
added value and will boast a strong and high-grade workforce in 2045. The Port of
Schiedam therefore must anticipate by moving towards a hybrid business park
including facilities for a high-grade maritime manufacturing industry and, especially, many office-related activities in the field of design, research, development,
service and other high-quality service provision. Nevertheless, it remains a 'plusplus situation'; Schiedam will continue to be an essential port location for finalising and maintaining vessels for offshore and other applications.

The quality of the establishment environment remains a key condition in most
scenarios for the reinforcement of current activities. In that context, the relationship between the port and the city remains a major point on the agenda:
• port-city integration does not only require the development of the port, but of
the city as well,
• this means that Schiedam must be further strengthened as a residential environment,
• and that the historical city centre of Schiedam must become more appealing,
along the lines of current activities according to the '2015-2018 Inner City
Implementation Programme',25
• the image of Schiedam requires a noteworthy addition; develop a main attraction (similar to the Markthal in Rotterdam).
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